
Wired Casserole Carrier  Sunday March 13, 2022   12pm- 2:30 pm 
Amy Wierkiewicz amw1215@earthlink.net 
 
Supplies: 
The Fat Quarter Gypsy* Wire-Framed Potluck Totes Pattern 
The Fat Quarter Gypsy* Tote Frame in the size you plan to make 
All sizes: 
Fabric - Three coordinating Fat Quarters, one for outside, one for inside and one for handles & top band. Non-directional  fabrics are 
recommended. 1/3 yard can be used for the handles & top band instead of the fat quarter 
2-sided foam - Bosal 439-D (this roll will be enough to make three totes!) 
Fusible Stabilizer - Pellon #SF 101 20” Shapeflex 1/2 yd 
5/8” (or 3/4”) Hook & loop sew-in tape - 1 yd for Bread Tray, 1 1/4 yd for Casserole and 1 1/8 yd for Side Dish. If you use the snag-free kind, 
double the amount required, this product uses the same strip for both sides so it takes twice as much. 
Thread and bobbins to match your fabric. The stitching used to attach the hook & loop tape is visible. I strongly suggest having a matching 
thread and bobbin that blends with the fabric used on the top band and handles. 
Basic sewing supplies including rulers, rotary cutter, marking pen, pencil, Wonder Clips, non-stick pressing sheet (not waxed paper) 
Sewing machine and manual or contact the store to reserve one of the classroom machines 
Machine feet and accessories, including bobbins. 
 
Before class: P R E W A S H your fabrics. This is critical because of how tightly these totes fit on the wire. The slightest shrinkage will make 
them unable to be assembled after washing 
 
All supplies available to purchase at Sew Much More, ask about the class supply discount 
 
Materials needed are listed above, please also review the pattern and materials list before class. Do not cut any fabrics, there was a pattern 
correction made after the patterns were published. We will go through those edits in class to make sure everyone has them. 
 
Please email me with any questions 
amw1215@earthlink.net 
 
*Sew Organized Design as of September 2021 
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